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Based on the interpretation of the Lobachevsky function
cosll{p/k) = thp/k as the function which expresses the constant
light velocity principle at k = c (fc is the Lobachevsky constant,
c is the light velocity), the inertia system coordinate transforma-
tion of two kinds (one of them known as Lorentz transformation)
have been obtained.

It has been found that:
1) the 'primed' coordinates conserve the interval s'2 ~ a2, but

they don't belong to the moving system which is under consid-
eration and in the common case (x' / 0) they are coordinates of
some different and infinite number of systems which are bound
with the considered one;

2) the desired coordinate transformation (for the moving sys-
tem) is:

x, ~ x -Vt, t, = t - xV/c2, y, - y/y, ze = z/7, (7 =

The obtained coordinates lead to the reduced interval s^72 =
s2 (i.e. to the light sphere with the reduced radius) but they
don't contradict to the velocity relativistic summation law.

Since the energy-momentum transformation is a straight con-
sequence of the velocity summation law, then the Lorentz energy-
momentum transformation is valid in this approach.

It has been also shown that the relativistic effects exist due to
the time delay (time shifts) in the starting point of time counting
at different x-points and due to the x-coordinate shifts (relative
to Vt) in the required moments of time.

The law of the light beam rectilinear propagation can be ex-
plained on the base of the scale transformation of the transverse
coordinates.

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of
Particle Physics, JINR.
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1 Introduction

It is well known that the constant light velocity principle has been ac-
cepted to be expressed through the invariance of an inertia coordinate
system interval [1]. Due to the relativity principle the Lorentz coordi-
nate transformation, or Lorentz invariance, has acquired a fundamental
and universal role in physics as, for instance, a causality conception.
But, up to now the unknown nature of the so called relativistic effects -
the length and time Lorentz reductions - are the main reason to search
for a new way to get an inertia system coordinate transformation.

An affine coordinate system with the angle defined by a parallel
angle [2] has been used in [3] to get Lorentz transformation. Develop-
ing results of [3] the idea of physical interpretation of the Lobachevsky
function, as the function which expresses the constant light velocity
principle at k = c, has been found (k is the Lobachevsky constant,
c is the light velocity in vacuum). Some physical motivation for this
consideration has also been found on the base of the conception of si-
multaneous events. Based on these ideas the inertia system coordinate
transformations of two kinds have been obtained: 1) as the usual one -
Lorentz transformation, and 2) in the form of shifts (for the longitudi-
nal x— coordinate and time t) and in the scale form (for the transverse
y— and z— coordinates) and presented in this paper.

2 Lobachevsky function and simultaneous events.
Lorentz coordinate transformation

Present consideration is based on a statement that Lobachevsky func-
tion

(1)

at k = c is a mathematical tool to express the constant light velocity
principle (here /? is a velocity v in units of c, p/k is a rapidity in units
of k = c, U(p/k) = $iis& parallel angle corresponding to the rapidity
p/c and, consequently, to the velocity /?).

The first equality in (1) is known from Beltrami model [2] and it is
used in physics at present time to define rapidity. The second equality
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in (1) can be rewritten as follows:

0L = 2arctge-p/k. (2)

in the form which is known as the Lobachevsky function.
The value k = c in (1) and (2) is constant for any rapidity (or

velocity). It is seen from (1) that for any rapidity (velocity) there is a
definite angle &i. For negative argument of the Lobachevsky function
(for negative rapidity) the parallel angle is IT —81 [2].

To the relation (1) one can come on the base of the conception of
simultaneous events. Indeed, let us see two inertia systems and one is
moving relative the other with some velocity V. All space arises of the
both systems are parallel and the motion goes along X-axis. As usual,
let us assume that when the origins of the both systems coincide, then
a light flash appears in this point and a light sphere starts to spread
at all sides (see fig.l). Then for any moment of time t the origin of the
moving system together with those light beams will intersect a plane
perpendicular to A"—axis in the same time (or simultaneously), if they
belong to a light cone with the angle defined by equation:

Vt = ctcose,cos9 = V/c = /3 = co8eL, (3)

i.e. the moving system way Vt is a projection of light beams ct emitted
from the origin O under the parallel angle $L and these beams are
forming a light cone. The point x = Vt and intersected points (a circle
of the cone) are simultaneous events. So, to find the x— coordinate of
the moving system, one should put a perpendicular from the cone light
beam ct on the X— axis.

Let us measure a time moment t in the rest frame through the
distance of the light beam ct emitted under parallel angle cosOi = V/c.
Then for any event x, ct one can find the Lorentz coordinate x', ct' for
the moving system. To find them, one should put two perpendiculars:
the first one as was mentioned above - from some chosen (on the cone)
light beam ct (emitted under the parallel angle) on the X— axis, and
the second one - from the point x on the chosen light beam ct (see
fig.l and fig.2). If it is necessary, one should continue them in that side
up to the crossing point (in figures each crossing point is inside of the
cone). This crossing point corresponds to the origin & of the primed
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coordinates: the length of the side from O1 up to x corresponds to x':

x' = (x- ctcos$L)/sin8L = (x - Vt)/y/l - V2/c* , (4)

and the length of the side from O' up to ct corresponds to ct7:

ct' = (ct- xcosO^/sindL = {ct- xV/c)/y/l - V*/c* . (5)

Now, let us see the length of the side between the given points x
and ct (dashed line in fig.2). It can be obviously written through the
primed and unprimed values:

I2 = c2t2 + x2 - 2ctx cos 0L = (?tn + xt2± 2ct'x' cos 9L , (6)

or as a sum of two terms:

I2 = s2 + s l , ( 7 )

s? = <?t2-x2 = cH^-x12 , s\ = 2x(x-ctoosOL) = 2x'\x'±ct'cos6L) .
(8)

The first term s\ is known as an invariant interval and it is seen that
it is only a part of the full length I2. The second one S2 may differ by
sign: (-+-) corresponds to the case when for the given event x, ct the
point O' is inside of the cone, and (—) when it is outside of the cone.
For the case when x — ctcosdi, = Vt the origin O' coincides with the
origin of the moving system x' = 0 and s\ = 0. Just for this case the
Lorentz coordinate transformation has been found.

So, the point O' (which is always accepted as origin of the moving
system) for any event given in the rest system (except the one x = Vt,
ct) does not coincide in space with the origin of the moving system.
Any point taken on the circle (with the radius r = (x — Vt)/tg6i, see
fig.2) in the plain perpendicular to the X— axis, can be accepted as the
origin O\ It is also seen from fig.2 that x'— coordinate is not parallel
to the X— axis. It seems obvious that the primed coordinates can't be
accepted as coordinates of the moving system.

3 An inertia system coordinate transformation
and time delay

Let us remind that the x— position of the moving system is the 1—
projection of the light cone beam ct emitted under the parallel angle
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61- Then for any event x, ct in the rest system one can find at the
moment of time t:

xs = x — ctcosOi = x — Vt = x'sin&L , (9)

where x9 is the x— coordinate for the moving system and it looks as a
simple x— shift. It is also seen that xs is a projection of xr~ coordinate
on the X— axis.

Now let us see that x/c is the time needed for the light to reach
the given x— point. For that time the moving system displays on the
distance xV/c = xcosOi. This distance is just the projection of the x—
coordinate on the chosen light cone beam ct. Then

tF = XCOSOL/C = xV/c2 (10)

is the time needed for that light cone beam to cover this distance. On
the other hand this time tp is the time when the front of the chosen
light cone beam reaches the given x— point (see fig.l). One can assume
that at this moment of time <F a new light sphere starts to spread out
from the given i— point (Huygens principle). By the given moment of
time t the new light sphere (or half of the sphere) spreads up to the
distance (or radius) cts:

cta = ct — dtp = ct — XCOSBL — ct'sin$L . (11)

If x = Vt, then by the moment of time t the radius cts will be emitted
from the origin of the moving system xs = 0 and a moving observer
will see this new light sphere (with the reduced radius cts). So, the
time ts seems reasonable to be called as the proper time of the moving
system, and the time tf as a delay time for the given x— point (and
for the given velocity V").

This consideration does not contradict to the Huygens principle.
More over, this is the way the Huygens principle accepts some more
physical meaning: the moment of time, when the front of a (light) wave
reaches some space point, can be considered as the zero moment of the
time counting for this point because this moment of time coincides with
the beginning of a new light sphere (or half of sphere) to spread out
from that space point.

The proper time ts looks also as a simple time shift and the (11)
shows that cts is a projection of ct'— coordinate on the chosen light
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cone beam ct. Thus, for the given x and t, one has formulas (9) and
(11) to transform them to coordinates xa and t8 of the moving system.

The last step is as follows. It is well known that one can obtain
formulas for relative velocity and its components through the rapidi-
ties. For that purpose one should use the relation (1) and Lobachevsky
hyperbolic trigonometry [2]. On the other hand the relative velocity
components were found through the Lorentz coordinate transforma-
tion. But the primed coordinates can't be accepted as coordinates for
the moving system as it has been shown in the previous section. So, at
this point there is some contradiction. To overcome it, let us use the
relations (9) and (11) between the primed coordinates and shifts.

FVom these relations ((9) and (11)) one can find:

i cdtB = cdt- dxV/c = cdt''sin0£, (12)

that these shifts also lead to the same longitudinal velocity summation
law. For the transverse components v'y v'z one can find:

, _ dy _ % sinflz, _ d(ysm.eL) _ dy,
Vy ~ df ~ dts dt9 dts

, _ dz _ d(zsmOL) _ dza
V* ~ dt> " dte ~ dts '

where

, zs = z sin0L = z y/l - V2/c2 . (15)

In the (14) the constant value sinBi is inserted into the derivative
symbol and this operation leads to the scale transformation (15) of the
transverse coordinates.

It is seen from (15) that for V — c the transverse coordinates for
the moving system are equal to zero. This case corresponds to the
rectilinear propagation of the light beam. So, the light beam rectilinear
propagation can be explained on the base of the scale transformation
(15) of the transverse coordinates.

Thus, for the given coordinates x, y, z, t in the rest frame one can
find coordinates xa,y8,zSits for the same event in the moving system
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by the formulas (9), (11), (15). To find backward coordinate trans-
formation from the moving to the rest frame, one should to solve this
system relatively x, y,z,t:

x = (x, + cta cos 6L)l sin2 BL = (x, + Vts)/(1 - V2/c2) , (16)

t = (t3 + xa cos 6L/c)/ sin2 6L = (tB + Vxs/c
2)/(l - V2/<?) , (17)

y = y,/ sin 0L = y,/J\ - V*/<? , z = za/ sin 6L =
(18)

Prom the geometry point of view the first two equations ((16) and (17))
express x and ct through the corresponding lengths of two perpendic-
ulars mentioned above.

A new coordinate transformation makes the interval noninvariant:

- x2 - y\ - z2) , (19)

7 = 1/ sin 6L = 1/0T- V^/c2 , (20)

and a sphere with radius ct (in the rest frame) transforms to the sphere
with the reduced radius cta (in the moving frame). So, the relativity
principle is realized through the scale invariance of the interval (19).

Since the relativistic velocity (rapidity) summation law is the same
in this consideration, then the Lorentz particle energy-momentum trans-
formation is also valid in a framework of this consideration. Indeed,
the additive rapidity law is expressed via:

pa/c = p/c-p0/c, p/c = pa/c + p0/c, (21)

p/c, pa/c are rapidities of the particle in the rest and moving frames in
units of c, po/c is the rapidity for velocity (30 = V/c. Then taking into
account the particle momentum and energy definition:

P/c = m/3/^/l - Z?2 = m sh(p/c), Ej<? = m/y/l - /J2 = m ch(p/c),
(22)

where m is the particle mass, 0— its velocity) it is possible to obtain
the momentum energy transformation for the moving system:

y/ (23)
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and for the rest system as well:

J (24)

There is c = 1 in (23) and (24). So, the Lorentz particle energy-
momentum transformation is a direct consequence of the relativistic
rapidity (velocity) summation law.

A new coordinate transformation is helpful to understand the na-
ture of the length and time Lorentz reductions.

4 Length and time reductions in a moving sys-
tem

By a definition the length of a moving stick is a distance between two
coordinates xa\, xs-z (corresponding to the beginning and to the final
points of the stick) measured simultaneously in the same moment of
time ta. Let us have Ax = X2 - %\ as the length of a stick in the rest
frame (see fig.3), then from (16) one can find:

Ax = X2 - x\ = 72(xS2 - Xsi) = 7 ( 4 - x'i) = 72Azs = 7 ^ ' > (25)

that the stick length Axa in the moving system is 72 less than Ax.
It is seen from fig.3 that this effect happens due to the change of the
reference points as for the space (in the x— direction), as for the time
counting (or due to the space and time shifts): in the moving system the
moment of time tt (for simplicity ta is chosen to be equal to 0 in fig.3)
is the same as for xi,t\ and for £21*2 events. Fig.3 also demonstrates
that primed coordinates x[ and x2 are impossible to be accepted as the
moving system coordinates.

Now let us have two events in the same place of the moving system
separated by an interval of time Ata = ta2 — ta\. Let us find the interval
of time between these events in the rest coordinate system. PVom (17)
one can find (see fig.4):

At = t2 - tx = 72(*s2 - *.i) = 7(<2 - *i) = 72Aifi = jAt' , (26)

that the interval of time Ata in the moving system is 72 less than the
corresponding interval of time At in the rest frame. Again, this effect
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occurs due to space and time shifts: in the moving system the same
coordinate x9 (for simplicity xa is chosen to be equal to 0 in fig.4) is
the same as for X\,t\ and for X2,<2 events.

Thus, the nature of relativistic effects is not in changing the x—
coordinate scale and time current scale for the moving system, but it is
in the change of reference points as for the space (in the x— direction),
as for the time counting. The value of time tp — xVj(? should be
considered as a delay time (or time shift) for the moving system like
the value x0 = Vt is considered to be as usual coordinate shift.

5 Conclusion

• The constant light velocity principle can be expressed through
the Lobachevsky function: coaU.(p/c) = th(p/c) = v/c. The
Lobachevsky function can be introduced in relativistic mechanics
via the conception of simultaneous events. Lobachevsky geome-
try can be considered as the geometry of simultaneous events, it
includes the relativistic rapidity (velocity) summation law.

• The relativity principle is realized through the scale invariance of
the interval s2 = j2s2 due to the coordinate transformations:

U = t-xV/<?, xa = x-Vt, ya = yy/l-r'/c*, z3 = Zy/l

as the consequence of the rapidity (velocity) summation law.

• The law of the light beam rectilinear propagation can be ex-
plained on the base of the scale transformation of the transverse
coordinates.

• The Lorentz energy-momentum transformation is a direct conse-
quence of the rapidity (velocity) summation law.

• The nature of relativistic effects (Lorentz reductions) is in the
time and the z-coordinate shifts.

The author expresses his gratitude to S.V. Tchubakova for helphul
discussions of the English version of the paper.
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Figures
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Fig.l A diagram to define the time shift for the moving system.
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Fig.2 A diagram to define the inertia system coordinate transfor-
mations (including the Lorentz transformation).

Vt, x, Vt, x2

Fig. 3 A diagram to explain the length reduction: two simultaneous
events at moment of time t§ = 0 in the space points xa\ and x»a of the
moving system.

Fig.4 A diagram to explain the time reduction: two events in the
same place xs = 0 of the moving system at the moments of time ta\
and tB2.


